
Master Foundation for a 4” finished block.
Foundation is a ‘mirror image’ of the finished block.

Welcome.  Thanks for stopping by.  Here are two  small blocks for you to use.  Please print out the 
foundation, then trace it onto freezer paper.  Do not cut up your Master.
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Select one White, one Tan, and one Blue for the block.  Add an accent inner border, then outer borders.

Single Foundation: (does not break into sections)
Select one Pink, one White and one Green, plus a few small black buttons.

Multiple Sections:
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Master Foundation for a 3” x 4” finished block.
Foundation is a ‘mirror image’ of the finished block.



Step 1:  Add ‘reference marks’ 
on broken line.  Trim all excess 
paper and cut sections apart on 
the broken red line.  Use an x-
acto or craft knife.

Step 2:  Work with Section A1.  
Bring your foundation to the 
fabric and position it so that all of 
piece #1 is covered.  Iron freezer 
paper to the wrong side of the 
fabric.  Trim away excess.

Step 3:  Place fabrics right 
sides together for 2nd piece 
parallel to the sewing line.
Sew, going off the paper when 
necessary.

Step 4:  Fold foundation back 
to the sewn line and trim seam 
allowance to 1/4”.  “Flip” the  
new fabric into place and iron so 
it sticks. Trim generously 
beyond the shape.

Step 5: Move on to piece #3.  
Align fabric right sides 
together parallel to the sewing 
line.  Stitch in place.

Step 6:  Fold the foundation 
back and trim seam allowance to 
1/4”.

Step 7:  Again, ‘flip’ the new 
fabric into place and  iron it to 
the foundation.  Cut away 
excess fabric.

Section A1 is now complete.  Don’t trim anything else.  Move on to A2.  It has numerous pieces but it is 
done in just the same manner.  Start by ironing piece #1 in place.  Align piece #2, stitch in place, trim, flip, 
iron in place, and trim away excess.  When both sections are done trim only the adjoining edges exactly 
1/4” beyond the paper.  Place sections right sides together aligning edges exactly and pin through the  
blue ‘reference marks’ to align. (Open up while pinned to check that all edges are aligned.  Stitch, press 
seam allowance to side of least resistance.
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Sewing Steps:
Set machine for 16 - 18 stitches per inch.  Have a small iron and surface nearby as you will use it after every 
piece is added.


